The purpose of this course is to examine the training techniques of Japanese theater director Tadashi Suzuki. A major figure of the Postmodern Theatre revolution in Japan in the decades following World War II, Suzuki has created a unique, multi-faceted method for training actors that has been acclaimed by theater directors worldwide and has been adopted by training programs and theater companies across the United States.

Following Suzuki’s premise that “culture is the body”, students will be asked to examine their own physical presence through a series of exercises developed by Suzuki and members of his acting company.

There are four goals in examining and performing these exercises:
1) Developing breathing techniques for control and ease. Through the control of breath and focus on the internal physical experience, students will be able to develop control of the body in space and time and release the power of physical expressiveness in movement and, ultimately, stillness.

2) Developing the ‘total-body voice’. Performing dramatic text in challenging physical situations will result in a heightened level of vocal expressiveness. Focusing on the lower body in movement/stillness will allow students to strengthen the center of breath and engage it meaningfully.

3) Awakening the actor consciousness. Bringing the body to a complete awareness of performance-level energy and harnessing that energy for creative purposes is an important step for actors. Suzuki avoids the discussion of psychological and emotional issues and instead places the emphasis on the body, which will lead the actor to an internal awareness and provides a different approach to the “truth” that is the goal of all theatre artists.

4) Developing a heightened awareness of ensemble. It is important to think of your fellow classmates as castmates. Performance is inherently heroic. Heroism occurs when a person/group take a great risk in the face of failure to accomplish something bigger than themselves for the benefit those around them. This requires a unified focus and commitment to the task at hand. Suzuki’s method causes everyone in the event to experience a great deal of difficulty and unites them in their struggle to survive from moment to moment.

Discussions on the philosophy behind Suzuki’s methods, how to translate this work to the stage and the long-term effects of Suzuki on the actor will form the core of in-class question-and-answer periods with the instructor. Students are encouraged outside class to seek a deeper understanding of the Japanese cultural context in which these exercises have been developed.

Attendance Policy
This is a performance course and performance is presence. NO unexcused absences are allowed. Every unexcused absence will reduce the final grade by one thirds a grade letter per absence (A to A-, etc.). An absence should only occur in the event of an illness (Dr.’s note required), emergency, or obligation that supersedes your obligation to the class as determined by the teacher. Any illness-related absence not validated by a Dr’s note will result in a half-credit for attendance.
Be on time. Three (3) late arrivals will result in the student’s grade being reduced by one-third letter (A to A- etc.). Please notify me if you have a distant class immediately prior to this class so that reasonable adjustments can be negotiated. If you will be chronically late or absent, please reconsider your enrollment in this course.

This is an experiential learning course. Learning in this course is accomplished by:
Group Participation / Individual Preparation / Active Observation / Feedback / Reflection
Success in this 4 credit hour course is based on the expectation that students will spend a minimum of 9 hours of study time per week in preparation for class.

Grading: As defined by Brandeis University Bulletin:
A -High Distinction / B -Distinction / C -Satisfactory / D -Passing but Unsatisfactory / F -Failure

Grading Criteria:
50% Progress/Participation - Determined by the student’s presence, engagement, effort, and progression towards mastery of the techniques being studied.
10% Midterm / 15% Final – Determined by the student’s effort and mastery of the techniques & material.
25% Written Assignments - Reflections / Self-Evaluations / Reading responses / Scene & Monologue preparation (failure to complete prep work will result in lowered midterm and final grade) - Assignments will be given with adequate time for completion. Late assignments may not be accepted.

Academic Integrity: - You are expected to be familiar with and to follow the University’s policies on academic integrity (see http://www.brandeis.edu/studentlife/sdc/ai

Brandeis seeks to create a learning environment that is welcoming and inclusive of all students, and I want to support you in your learning. If you think you may require disability accommodations, you will need to work with Student Accessibility Support (SAS) (781-736-3470 - access@brandeis.edu - brandeis.edu/accessibility.edu). You can find helpful student FAQs and other resources on the SAS website, including guidance on how to know whether you might be eligible for support from SAS.

If you already have an accommodation letter from SAS, please provide me with a copy as soon as you can so that I can ensure effective implementation of accommodations for this class. In order to coordinate exam accommodations, ideally you should provide the accommodation letter at least 48 hours before an exam.

If you have any vocal or physical injuries such as back or knee conditions that may make this work more challenging for you, please let me know and keep me informed throughout the semester.

Student Expectations:
Be Present - You’ve signed up to be here, so be here. Body & Mind & Voice.
Try - Audience can tell when you’re not. Effort is graded. I will call you on it. Don’t be afraid to fail. Don’t quit if you do.
Respect the Space - Theaters are sacred spaces. I try to sweep the floor before every class. Take your shoes off before entering to avoid tracking dirt/mud/water/etc. Also, use the cubbies. Do not leave belongings on the stairs/walkways/equipment outside off the classroom.
Respect the Ensemble - We’re all in this together. When another group is performing, the audience should be attentive and encouraging. If you arrive late and we’re engaged in performance or meditation, please wait to come in so as to not disrupt your classmates. Please wait until the end of class to explain your lateness. How generous and present you are with your fellow class/cast mates will ultimately determine the level of success we achieve over the course of the semester.
Attention - If someone is talking, listen. If you’re talking while they’re talking, you’re not listening. If you have a question, please raise a hand.
Take Care of Yourself - The class is physically demanding. Recognize the difference between muscular fatigue (growth) and joint pain (stop and/or adjust). Bring water. It is your responsibility to stretch/warm up to avoid injury. If you’re late, stretch outside.

Phone use is prohibited and will result in an absence - Phones should be set to airplane mode, do not disturb or off before entering the classroom. If you are seen on your phone, you will be counted absent. Use this time to disconnect.

Zero-Tolerance.

Dress for a P.E. credit - Failure to dress for class will result in half-credit for attendance. No Jeans, Jeggings, Khakis, Slacks. For Evaluations (Midterm, Final, Etc) : All black/blue/grey. No Billed Hats.

Hygiene – Please shower BEFORE class.

Recommended (not required) texts:
The Way of Acting by Tadashi Suzuki
Culture Is The Body by Tadashi Suzuki*
The Art of Stillness by Paul Allain*
*There will be selections provided via LATTE.

The midterm and finals will be recorded for self-reflection and grading purposes.

Calendar Subject to Change:

Week 1 - June 5th - 8th, – Introductions – Stop & Go – Focus – Basic Stomp – Up & Down
   Ten Ways of Walking Number 1. (Stomping ashi bumi) Stomping & Shakuhachi part 1. Slow Ten. –
   Introduction assignment due on LATTE.
   Walks 2 (Pigeon Toes uchi-mata), 5 (Tiptoes tsumasaki) & 9.
   Introduction to standing statues.

Week 2 - June 12th – 15th
   June 12th - Off book day for monologues
   Sideways walks 6 (Sideways slide yokoaruki No. 1), 7 (Sideways maneuver yokoaruki No. 2) & 8 (A sideways stomp ashi bumi)
   Introduction to seated statues – Work monologues with statues.
   June 15th - Review all forms. – Play reading responses due on LATTE.

Week 3 - June 20th – June 22nd (NO CLASS JUNE 19th) 1st Reading Response Due.
   June 20th - Mid Term – Be prepared to perform all forms & monologues -
   June 22nd - Mid term reflection due & Second reading response.
   Walks 3 (Outside of Feet wani-ashi), 4 (Inside of feet soto mato) & 10 (Duck walk shikko)
   Marches & Modifications.

Week 4 - June 26th – 29th
Review all forms, with modifications. 29th Light & Dark Final Project Performances

Week 5
July 5th – LAST CLASS! - FINAL - Be prepared to perform all forms and monologues.
Final reflection due July 6th by end of day - Note our final will be conducted during our final class, we will not being using the exam period on July 6th or 7th.
Speeches
/ indicates when to breathe

Constance / King John:

O, that my tongue were in the thunder’s mouth! /
Then with a passion would I shake the world;
And rouse from sleep that fell anatomy /
Which cannot hear a lady’s feeble voice, /
Which scorns a modern invocation.

Full text: http://shakespeare.mit.edu/john/full.html

Macbeth / Macbeth

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded time; /
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. / Out, out, brief candle! /
Life's but a walking shadow, / a poor player,
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,
And then is heard no more. / It is a tale
Told by an idiot, / full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.

Full text: http://shakespeare.mit.edu/macbeth/full.html